1984 chevy van 30 motorhome

Make GMC. Model Motorhome. Make Chevy. The motorhome is excellent mechanical condition If
you need more details,please contact me at Like new tires, last inspection , It has a generator
and heating but I never used them so I don't know if they work. Serious Inquiries Only. Were
selling our rv in hopes of being able to start up our own business. Runs like a champ and starts
right up. Class A 27' motorhome. Less than 84k original miles. Fold out futon, drop down bed
that sleeps 5 comfortably, rear bathroom with toilet shower and sink. Come check me out!
Sleeps 5 adults comfortably, stove, microwave, refrigerator. Class A but no CDL required.
Needs some tlc but runs great. Full bathroom in rear. Come check it out! Has an automatic
electric entry step. This motor home did not run when we first purchased it because it had
electrical problems. Got most of them repaired but still has a few. We have taken it out twice
this year and it drives and runs great. It has a chevy four barrel engine. Rebuilt chev engine.
Located on Whidbey Island. Make Chevrolet. Model Diplomat. Condition: the motor home had
some leaks coming from the vent but I put three coats of sealant along with a strong coat
around the vents. The carpet was removed and replaced with seraphic tile like flooring as
shown on the pictures. The furniture has Ben replaced with vienal and new foam re placed. I
also replaced the refrigerator and replaced the wall due to water damaged. This motorhome has
new tires that were replaced a year ago. I Los replaced the alternated and the starter along with
all the hoses. The vehicle doesn't have a battery at this time. History: this vehicle was sold to
me from an owner and had the title in West Virginia and was going to send the title to me once
he arrived back since a year ago he hasn't been located or found. The license plates are clear
and not stolen and the reason I'm selling it is because I fixed it up to take to my ranch lease but
the ranch contract did not renew and now I have an RV in my residence which can not me place
there due to the association of the residence. I spoke with the registers office on changing the
title and the researched and investigated that there is no Lien or money owed for pay off. So
whom ever buys the motor home will just have to pay the change of register name fee. Shipping
and payment: it's local pick up only unless you pay for your own delivery company for pick up. I
love in Laredo texas. Payment received will and can be with money order, PayPal and any major
credit card or transfer to bank account. You can make contact with me for any information or
question at and text me "RV" thank you. Very high end classic! Dual axles. Trailer hitch. Nice
clean interior with beautiful quality cabinets. New curtains and valances in rear bedroom. Lots
of storage. Serious inquiries only. When new this was a Tom or Many other extras too
numerous to list here. Do not call to try to lowball me. If you don't have the money do not bother
to call. Please call for pictures! The Cadillac of motor homes when new in ! To build a guest
house would be at least 75 to a hundred thousand!! Class C Motorhome, a little over miles.
Clean Colorado title. Sleeps six-2 over cab, 2 on convertible dining table, and 2 in hard to find
bunk bed configuration. Six brand new tires. Brand new coach battery. Brand new chassis
battery. Easily passed Colorado emissions last year. Starts and runs well. I have never used the
propane system on the unit, but do not know of anything wrong with it. Just plugged in the
electrical and the rooftop ac fired up cold. Has an Onan 4. I have not tried out the water systems
this season, but they were working last year as well shower, toilet, sinks when connected to city
water I've never used the tanks. The old refrigerator died last year. I put in a nicer, newer used 2
way fridge, but have not hooked up the gas line to it or finished the gas venting because I never
use the propane system. Has a brand new, in dash stereo with dvd player, bluetooth and backup
camera capability. Interior and exterior are in average shape for an rv 30 years old with a normal
amount of dings, dents, scratches wear and tear. Unit is sold AS-IS with no warranties. Unit is
for sale locally. Seller reserves the right to close auction early if unit sells locally. Itasca, IL.
Chino Hills, CA. Grandville, MI. Midland, MI. Rancho Cordova, CA. Green Bay, WI. Cross Lake,
MN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Motorhome. Year Make Chevy Model
-. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Chevrolet Model
Diplomat. Category - Length 53 Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Chevy. It has a Chevy motor, four
barrel carb and automatic transmission. Van has been sitting for a few years, but was running
and driving when parked. It has a built-in propane stove, fold out sofa, fold down table,
microwave, a portable toilet, sink with pump. Has a propane furnace heater. Also has overhead
air conditioning unit. Check out the cool portal window in the back. None of the systems or
appliances have been checked. The van is dirty and needs a good cleaning. There does not
seem to be any significant rust on the frame. Tires have good tread, but have some dryrot. The
engine was started for a few seconds with starting fluid, but that is as far as i got. The window
seals do have some dry rot. Inside is original, but needs a cleaning. Have not tested any other
the appliances, but all seems to be there. There is a clear Fl title that comes with it. If vehicle is
not picked up within 7 days, storage fees will apply. Delivery is available for a fee or shipping
across the US can be arranged. Feel free to call me with any questions you may have at It has a

Chevy motor, four barrel carb and three speed automatic transmission. Starter was just
replaced and it has a good battery. I was able to get it running and took it camping this past
weekend. All of the lights seem to work OK. Brakes do work, but no great, I think a line needs to
be replaced. It ran ok and does seem to shift fine, but does need a tune-up. Plugs were replaced
and fuel filter changed, but it really needs a mechanic to go over the carb, timing, and vacuum
lines. That being said, I recently did just take it on a two hour trip. AC compressor for the van
was removed so the engine AC does not work. The interior is original and in good shape for its
age, the headliner should be replaced. Cushions are original and have no rips or tears. Some of
the wood in the interior has water damage and has warped because it is made of that
fiberboard. Carpet are fair and could use a good cleaning. It has a built-in propane stove, fold
out sofa very cool the way it folds over , fold down table into bed, microwave, a portable toilet
with its own tank and water for flushing, sink with pump pump is not currently working. Some of
the doors show water damage and could be replaced, but are useable. Has a propane furnace
heater it has not been tested. Also has overhead air conditioning unit, unit turns on for about 2
minutes and blows cold, then shuts off. We used our portable AC unit from our home and it
cooled the van just fineCheck out the cool portal window in the back. Not included, but available
for sale is small stainless refridgerator, small hot and cold water cooler, portable waste tank,
small generator and Direct TV satellite dish and tripod. The roof vent should be replaced it has
been repaired , but it does not appear the has any leaks from the roof other than the vent. I do
not hear any exhaust leaks. Windshield does have a chip on the passenger's side. Inside is
original, cushions are in very good condition with no major rips or tears. The Headliner should
be replaced as it it that GM crappy material that always sags. Call me at This is a great little
starter camper with a dependable Chevy motor and transmission. Bidders with little or no
feedback will be cancelled if you do not contact me. Make Fleetwood. RV-Must See! Excellent
condition, Drives like a dream. No water leaks. Chevy Engine, Onan 4. Professionally Winterized
and Dewinterized. Tons of storage. Very clean inside and out! Make Airstream. One of a kind,
refurbished Airstream Motorhome. Make Vogue. Model II. Registered, insured with current
emissions. All fiberglass body. One piece fiberglass roof. Not a glue and staple job. No
delamination. Not a possibility of it ever. Interior is in very good condition. Chevy Leveling
jacks. Big shower. Super nice coach. Sky light. New brakes and master cylinder. Just tuned up.
All fluids and belts are new. Big water and fuel tanks. Nice rv. Remote flood light. Air horns.
Alcoa wheels. Vogue Rv was a premium rv of its time. The framing is steel not 2x2 wood. The
body is ALL fiberglass not plywood. This rig is old but well built. This coach will last forever. If
you haven't heard of a vogue rv. Look it up. This is a true vintage classic. Make Winnebago.
Model Brave 31C. This unit has great bones- it has been sitting for some time as the owner
recently went into a nursing home. Chevy C30 chassis with GM engine. Engine cranks but hasnt
been run in over 8 years so will need some attention. The ac works, the fridge works, and ithas
an Onan generator on board. There is still propane in the on board tank. The roof is nice and
this RV appears to never have leaked. I have been told that Winnegego used one pc roofs and
foam filled the walls on these units until I havnt checked the awning condition but will this
weekend. This will be a great project for someone as the RV is all in one piece with no roof
issues. Interior is in fairly good condition. I will attempt to get her running over the weekend IF I
get time. Engine cranks strong so its probably just an issue of clean gas needed and a filter.
Plan on towing it though as it hasnt been driven in over 8 years. Email me with any question. Ive
seen these units do alot of money. THis is bargain priced. Balance before pickup. Needless to
say unit is sold in as-is- where-is condition. Relisting for the buyer who was a real nice guy- the
shipping to New Jersey was crazy so I agreed to relist it for him- rather then him spend Email
me with any questions Quite a few people emailed me before this sold so I am hoping it sellsPlease check ship quotes before bidding. Interior is all wood- needs a good cleaning- engine
cranks fine- compression is good and she has spark so plan on removing old fuel- new fuel
filter etc. Tires are decent but old so I would recommend tires. So we are clear- she sat for years
and needs to be thoroughly gone through. Orig owner bought all new belts- I found them in one
of the compartments and these are included in the sale. Needless to say- youre now buying this
in GOOD running condition!!! Everything works. On board Onan 4 KW generator that run good.
Lots of storage. Our Sportscoach is a 24' long model with a Chevy engine. Contact us for more
details about this excellent opportunity! This used Sportscoach Pathfinder 24 Class a Gas
motor home is easy to drive and easy to park. Come and see us at Bankston Motor Homes
today! Model Pace Arrow We are selling this RV because the family has grown up and moved
out and we just don't use it as often as we use to. We have had this RV for over 17yrs with many
great memories. When we purchased this RV we made some modifications to meet our needs.
We have install a new water heater 2 yrs ago and we keep the roof sealed up with regular
maintenance. If you are looking for a RV to make some new memories you just found it. Yes I

almost forgot we had this RV painted to look like it is brand new. If you are looking for a
matching trailer we have one of those to. It is painted to match the RV. Just call we can talk
about it. Chevy V8 engine, on a Chevy P Chassis with very low miles only 32, Runs great. This is
one of the top end models for Fleetwood, and everything is of the highest quality. Fully self
contained, sleeps 5, rear corner bedroom, drop down bed over the cab, full kitchen, bathroom,
and generator. Both front seats swivel around to face living room. Living room has a sleeper
sofa, a dinette table, and two chairs: In the kitchen: 2 door fridge, 3 burner stove, oven.
Bathroom area is next, with a private room for the toilet and vanity and shower The entire unit
has screens, and blinds. Awning over passenger side. Onan 6. Rear ladder, spare tire, and hitch
for towing. Make Lazy Daze. Model M Chevy V8 engine on a Chevy Van 30 Chassis, with only 87,
miles. Sleeps up to 6. Has the overhead cab bunk, full kitchen, full bathroom, and rear sofa
sleeper. We just got this RV in on trade, and the previous owners kept it in great shape. See the
YouTube video, for a tour. RV is ready to take you on your next adventure! Living room has a
booth dinette, along with the overhead cab sleeper and the rear corner sleeper sofa, RV sleeps
up to 6. In the kitchen: 2 door fridge, 3 burner stove, oven, microwave, and hot water tank.
Bathroom area is next, at the rear of the RV, with a toilet, vanity, and shower. Rear corner of the
RV has the sleeper sofa. Big awning over the passenger side. Comes with a full set of owners
manuals. So many more options, its impossible to list them all. For more information, please
call or email us. Thank you. Make Sportscoach. Model Pathfinder A There are records of
maintenance. Every thing works and she is ready for her next adventure. With a sofa, Dinette
and two barrel chairs in the living room, this coach has a very mice usable floorplan for a non
slide coach. We will give you a buy bid on your RV, Boat or Trailer, evenif you dont buy one of
ours! Financing is avalible! We take care of all of you financing needs, quick and easy. Sioux
Falls, SD. Aptos, CA. New Prague, MN. Clyde, NC. Bossier City, LA. Cross Lake, MN. Tucson,
AZ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Chevy Rv. Category - Length - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length 31 Posted Over 1 Month. Category Length 22 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 32 Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next.
Category Beta Class A 5. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. As Is Make Offer. Has an automatic electric entry step. This motor home
did not run when we first purchased it because it had electrical problems. Got most of them
repaired but still has a few. We have taken it out twice this year and it drives and runs great. It
has a chevy four barrel engine. Contact Chet at Has a generator, runs but needs to be hooked
up to the fuel tank. Has a large full propane tank. Has dual ac, just installed top of the like stereo
system with cd player that is hooked up through out the home. I would like to sell it for 5k or
trade for a toyota motor home. This unit has great bones- it has been sitting for some time as
the owner recently went into a nursing home. Chevy C30 chassis with GM engine. Engine
cranks but hasnt been run in over 8 years so will need some attention. The ac works, the fridge
works, and ithas an Onan generator on board. There is still propane in the on board tank. The
roof is nice and this RV appears to never have leaked. No delamination. I have been told that
Winnegego used one pc roofs and foam filled the walls on these units until I havnt checked the
awning condition but will this weekend. This will be a great project for someone as the RV is all
in one piece with no roof issues. Interior is in fairly good condition. I will attempt to get her
running over the weekend IF I get time. Engine cranks strong so its probably just an issue of
clean gas needed and a filter. Plan on towing it though as it hasnt been driven in over 8 years.
Email me with any question. Ive seen these units do alot of money. THis is bargain priced.
Balance before pickup. Needless to say unit is sold in as-is- where-is condition. Relisting for the
buyer who was a real nice guy- the shipping to New Jersey was crazy so I agreed to relist it for
him- rather then him spend Email me with any questions Quite a few people emailed me before
this sold so I am hoping it sells- Please check ship quotes before bidding. Interior is all woodneeds a good cleaning- engine cranks fine- compression is good and she has spark so plan on
removing old fuel- new fuel filter etc. Tires are decent but old so I would recommend tires. So
we are clear- she sat for years and needs to be thoroughly gone through. Orig owner bought all
new belts- I found them in one of the compartments and these are included in the sale. Needless
to say- youre now buying this in GOOD running condition!!! Make Itasca. Model Sunflyer. Our
Sportscoach is a 24' long model with a Chevy engine. Contact us for more details about this
excellent opportunity! This used Sportscoach Pathfinder 24 Class a Gas motor home is easy to
drive and easy to park. Come and see us at Bankston Motor Homes today! Make Fleetwood.
Model Pace Arrow We are selling this RV because the family has grown up and moved out and
we just don't use it as often as we use to. We have had this RV for over 17yrs with many great
memories. When we purchased this RV we made some modifications to meet our needs. We
have install a new water heater 2 yrs ago and we keep the roof sealed up with regular
maintenance. If you are looking for a RV to make some new memories you just found it. Yes I

almost forgot we had this RV painted to look like it is brand new. If you are looking for a
matching trailer we have one of those to. It is painted to match the RV. Just call we can talk
about it. Chevy V8 engine, on a Chevy P Chassis with very low miles only 32, Runs great. This is
one of the top end models for Fleetwood, and everything is of the highest quality. Fully self
contained, sleeps 5, rear corner bedroom, drop down bed over the cab, full kitchen, bathroom,
and generator. Both front seats swivel around to face living room. Living room has a sleeper
sofa, a dinette table, and two chairs: In the kitchen: 2 door fridge, 3 burner stove, oven.
Bathroom area is next, with a private room for the toilet and vanity and shower The entire unit
has screens, and blinds. Awning over passenger side. Onan 6. Rear ladder, spare tire, and hitch
for towing. It has a Chevy motor, four barrel carb and three speed automatic transmission. Van
has been sitting for a few years, but was running and driving when parked. Starter was just
replaced and it has a good battery. I was able to get it running and took it camping this past
weekend. All of the lights seem to work OK. Brakes do work, but no great, I think a line needs to
be replaced. It ran ok and does seem to shift fine, but does need a tune-up. Plugs were replaced
and fuel filter changed, but it really needs a mechanic to go over the carb, timing, and vacuum
lines. That being said, I recently did just take it on a two hour trip. AC compressor for the van
was removed so the engine AC does not work. The interior is original and in good shape for its
age, the headliner should be replaced. Cushions are original and have no rips or tears. Some of
the wood in the interior has water damage and has warped because it is made of that
fiberboard. Carpet are fair and could use a good cleaning. It has a built-in propane stove, fold
out sofa very cool the way it folds over , fold down table into bed, microwave, a portable toilet
with its own tank and water for flushing, sink with pump pump is not currently working. Some of
the doors show water damage and could be replaced, but are useable. Has a propane furnace
heater it has not been tested. Also has overhead air conditioning unit, unit turns on for about 2
minutes and blows cold, then shuts off. We used our portable AC unit from our home and it
cooled the van just fineCheck out the cool portal window in the back. Not included, but available
for sale is small stainless refridgerator, small hot and cold water cooler, portable waste tank,
small generator and Direct TV satellite dish and tripod. The roof vent should be replaced it has
been repaired , but it does not appear the has any leaks from the roof other than the vent. There
does not seem to be any significant rust on the frame. I do not hear any exhaust leaks.
Windshield does have a chip on the passenger's side. Tires have good tread, but have some
dryrot. The window seals do have some dry rot. Inside is original, cushions are in very good
condition with no major rips or tears. The Headliner should be replaced as it it that GM crappy
material that always sags. Call me at This is a great little starter camper with a dependable
Chevy motor and transmission. Bidders with little or no feedback will be cancelled if you do not
contact me. If vehicle is not picked up within 7 days, storage fees will apply. Delivery is
available for a fee or shipping across the US can be arranged. Front tires and brakes are 3 years
old, and one rear tire and both the deep cycle battery and engine battery are all less than 2
years old. Has a class 2 receiver hitch and air ride suspension. It's cool in the summer, warm in
the winter and dry in all storms. My circumstances have changed and I no longer use it as much
as it should be. It spent most of it's life garaged and maintained by a commercial truck
mechanic, who took great care of her. It has many, many years of use left, especially with all the
upgrades. It's much stronger and sturdier than the plastic and press board RV's made today.
The asking price includes all the kitchen wares, a portable BBQ grill, small vacuum, bedding,
and 2 electric, ceramic portable heaters I used them in the winter instead of the onboard LP
heater, when I was hooked up to shore power. If you have any questions, feel free to ask.
Grenada, MS. Sebastian, FL. Lakewood, WA. Sierraville, CA. Walla Walla, WA. Littleton, CO.
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- Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Itasca Model Sunflyer. Make Fleetwood 1 Itasca 1. Category
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Submit Cancel. Class C Motorhome, a little over miles. Clean Colorado title. Sleeps six-2 over
cab, 2 on convertible dining table, and 2 in hard to find bunk bed configuration. Six brand new
tires. Brand new coach battery. Brand new chassis battery. Easily passed Colorado emissions
last year. Starts and runs well. I have never used the propane system on the unit, but do not
know of anything wrong with it. Just plugged in the electrical and the rooftop ac fired up cold.
Has an Onan 4. I have not tried out the water systems this season, but they were working last
year as well shower, toilet, sinks when connected to city water I've never used the tanks. The
old refrigerator died last year. I put in a nicer, newer used 2 way fridge, but have not hooked up
the gas line to it or finished the gas venting because I never use the propane system. Has a
brand new, in dash stereo with dvd player, bluetooth and backup camera capability. Interior and
exterior are in average shape for an rv 30 years old with a normal amount of dings, dents,
scratches wear and tear. Unit is sold AS-IS with no warranties. Unit is for sale locally. Seller

reserves the right to close auction early if unit sells locally. Make Toyota. Model Sunrader. We
are selling our Toyota Sunrader and it's absolutely stunning. I have gone over every single inch
of this motorhome and either refinished or replaced all of it. We currently use it all the time and
it has just traveled from Ketchikan Alaska to the Mexican border to Colorado without a single
issue. It has 6 new industrial all terrain tires, new exhaust system, fresh tune up with plugs, cap,
rotor, air filter, and oil service. You can jump in it right now and drive to the tip of Maine without
hesitation. I have averaged 17 miles per gallon and one of the very best parts is that ALL of the
other Toyota motorhomes came with a 13 gallon gas tank but mine comes with a 23 gallon tank
so you have an extra miles of range. I have taken a different Sunrader around the entire
circumference of the United States and that small tank is a real pain to deal with, I can't even
describe how nice it is to have the larger gas tank. Also I have really liked that it has a manual
transmission because you can control the power much better and it really helps boost the gas
mileage when you are in the mountains or around town. I've owned every kind of Toyota
motorhome except the Chinook: , and I believe the Sunrader to be the best The fiberglass cap
shell design prevents water damage or leaks and is incredibly strong. All of the other
motorhomes leak and creak overtime and the corners of the other coaches rot because of the
wood framing, not to mention the maintenance is significantly easier on the Sunrader because
you aren't having to reseam-seal the roof every season. When I started the remodel of the
interior, the inside was already really nice but very dated so I stripped everything off so it was
down to just bare wood. Then I sanded everything and vacuumed and washed every surface so
it was completely free of saw dust. Next, I painted 4 coats of primer and 4 coats of acrylic finish
paint. Then I replaced every knob on the cupboards with new modern pulls and painted the
insides of all the cabinets. To finished off the cabinetry I removed all the old chipped edging on
the counter top and table and replaced it with brand new heat bonded edging so I would not
come loose. I removed the old carpet and installed a full floating hard wood floor. To finish off
the floor I installed quarter round on the edges and installed aluminum flashing on the
transitions, now it looks great. I decided that the two front windows made it waaay too hot to
sleep on the upper bunk because every morning the sun would come out and turn it into a
tropical green house. I built a cover for the windows and carpeted the whole upstairs with wall
carpet it looks like that's the way it came from the factory so I'm completely happy with the way
it turned out. Now it stays much more comfortable and darker for sleeping. I finished off the
upstairs with brand new sheets, pillows, and linens. I took off all the range hood, oven door and
steel panels and painted all of them to match with a hammered steel paint and they also turned
out wonderful. This is the same rubber they use in horse trailers so it will never wear out. I
finished the entry way by boxing in all the corners with aluminum to give it a classy and ultra
durable finish. It even has a convenient light built into the step so you don't trip at night. I
brought the cushions to a professional upholstery shop and had them refinished with an
extremely durable and modern fabric so now it looks like a modern swanky apartment, I also
took some of the same upholstery material and lined the face of the fridge so it matches the
cushions. I removed all the old light coves and replaced all the old bulbs with new ones and
also replaced all the light lenses with new ones. I serviced the water heater and I also just
replaced the fresh water pump in the coach with a really high quality Surflo system and
replaced the water valve on the toilet. I also serviced the high pressure water valve with new
o-rings so it would not drain off the pressure in the system over night. Right now it only runs on
shore power but if you hook up a small inverter you can run it off battery power as well. I also
bought two brand new pioneer speakers and installed them in the back so you can enjoy better
sound quality from the radio. These can easily be wired to plug right into the back of the TV for
surround sound if you want. I decided to throw the old curtains away and sew new ones so I
found some really high quality insulated light blocking curtains, then I cut and sewed them to fit
the coach windows and replaced all the old cheap curtain rods with modern high quality rods. I
removed the instructional sticker off the roof ac and repainted to match the interior, then
replaced the sticker for a factory looking finish. The roof ac works great and looks great now. I
have had quite a few Toyota motorhomes because we like to buy and restore one every summer
and I can confidently say that this Sunrader is easily one of the best in the nation. I want just an
easy cash sale so please no trades or checks of any kind. Happy Camping!!!! It is used, but in
relatively good condition considering its age. There are dents here or there and small cosmetic
imperfections, but all the hardware is there and it's actually pretty nice, outside and in. It was
bought and then sat largely unused for the past five years. It has an air conditioning unit that
worked when it was purchased, as well as an excellent little electric generator that used to run
nicely--but since it hasn't been used recently, it would take some minor tinkering to get going
again. As for the vehicle itself, the body has 99, miles on it, but the engine is thought to be a
factory rebuild with approximately 15, miles on it. It's a Chevy 5. It starts, runs, and goes down

the road very nicely. It gets approximately 11 miles per gallon. If interested, please contact with
any questions. Listing by Auction Select Vehicle Marketing has marketing professionals who
are experienced with every aspect of Internet marketing and advertising. Choose from one or
our whole suite of Digital Advertising products. Please verify any information with the owner.
Select Vehicle Marketing will provide owner contact information to all legitimate inquiries. Our
secure online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and
employment details. Click here to get started. Contact This listing, and many others, are being
presented by Select Vehicle MarketingSelect Vehicle Marketing is a national vehicle marketing
and advertising agency as well as a car and rv registry. Our years of Internet Marketing
experience and our proprietary software allows us to not only market your listing in the most
visible manner but also to syndicate or distribute your listing to a massive number of"For Sale"
websites. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the form below to send
a link and your message to a friend. Calls and emails in regards to asking price will be ignored.
This is an auction please bid what you are willing to pay for the item. All other questions will be
answered promptly. We apologize for any inconvenience. Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a
legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously
interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User AgreementSelect
Vehicle Marketing reserves the right to,Obtain and verify the registered information of all users
who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early if
necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid
Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid"If you place a bid before the last hour
period of the auction:You may retract that bid before that last hour period but only for
exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour
period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction:You will be
allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Select Vehicle Marketing has done our best to disclose
all information known about this vehicle for auction. Select Vehicle Marketing welcomes a
buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the
vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Select vehicle Marketing at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor
are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and
Registration fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees,
as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees
must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles
titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in
receiving the original instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we
usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be
waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all
titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Select Vehicle Marketing will help with shipping
arrangements but will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage!
We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All
shipping arrangements are provided by Select Vehicle Marketing as a courtesy. We are not
affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles
will be between you and the shipper, not with Select Vehicle Marketing. The amount of time it
takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is
picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an
Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase:Select Vehicle Marketing will
contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder
MUST communicate with Select Vehicle Marketing by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send
balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller.
Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and
title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. Auction, Inc. However,
Auction The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all
the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and
Easy. Click Here! Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction Make Jayco. Model MINI Make
Dolphin. Model 21 FOOT. Make Forest River. Chevrolet Chassis 24 foot. Low miles, under 40,
Excellent running, mechanically sound, exceptional upholstery, fully self contained. Recently

reconditioned. A super way to camp. Make Winnebago. Make Fleetwood. Chevy V8 engine, on a
Chevy Chassis with very low miles only 78, Runs great. This was one of the top end models for
Fleetwood, and everything is of the highest quality. Fully self contained, sleeps 6, rear corner
bedroom, drop down bed over the cab, full kitchen, bathroom, and generator. See the youtube
video tour. Both front seats swivel around to face living room. Living room has a sleeper sofa, a
dinette table, and two chairs: coach sleeps 6 in total sleeper sofa, rear bed, and drop down bed
over the cab. In the kitchen: 2 door fridge, 3 burner stove, oven, and hot water tank. Bathroom
area is next, with a private room for the toilet and vanity, across the hall is the shower. At the
rear of the coach is the corner bed, and lots of closet space. The entire unit has screens, and
blinds. Awning over passenger side. Onan 4. Rear ladder, spare tire, and hitch for towing. So
many more options, it's impossible to list them all. Some states have a reciprocal tax agreement
with California, meaning you don't pay taxes twice. To request a copy of our complete terms
and conditions, please call or email us, and we will be more than happy to email it to you.
Please call us at or email if you have any questions. Thank you! Model Elandan Gray water 28
gal. Black water 40 gal. Galley water 16 gal. Fuel tank 60 gal. Aux tank 30 gal. It leaves a lot of
items out because of the age of the vehicle like the flat screen TV and does not allow for all the
new items that have been added. The speedometer quit working on trip back from the Florida
Keys. I haven't taken the time to check it out but its either the cable or drive gear. I have posted
all the pictures allowed. If there is some other picture you want to send me a message. You can
see by the pictures I have tried to make this a nice renovation but please look closely at the
photos and expect normal deficiencies. You are not buying a brand new RV. There are always a
few things that may need to be fixed. People who purchase brand new RVs have repairs as well.
If you have owned an RV, boat, car or house previously then this will not come as a surprise to
you. You are encouraged to inspect before you bid. I will answer all questions asked. This
motorhome is represented and sold AS-IS with no warranties implied whatsoever. What does
AS-IS mean: from the time you sign the bill of sale. Currently registered and smog cerified.
Electric and propane - large propane tank.. This one is very well equipped. Low miles. Only 53k.
Everything works as it should. Large Awnings. Onan generator. Separate toilet and bath. Queen
master bedroom with fold out full couch bed. Lounge style seating. Very well set up for a
couple. Large refrigerator and freezer. Microwave oven and stove. Sits on Ford E chassis with ci
V8 and automatic with overdrive. Tires are in excellent condition. You would be hard pressed to
find a better value for the money. Front tires and brakes are 3 years old, and one rear tire and
both the deep cycle battery and engine battery are all less than 2 years old. Has a class 2
receiver hitch and air ride suspension. It's cool in the summer, warm in the winter and dry in all
storms. My circumstances have changed and I no longer use it as much as it should be. It spent
most of it's life garaged and maintained by a commercial truck mechanic, who took great care of
her. It has many, many years of use left, especially with all the upgrades. It's much stronger and
sturdier than the plastic and press board RV's made today. The asking price includes all the
kitchen wares, a portable BBQ grill, small vacuum, bedding, and 2 electric, ceramic portable
heaters I used them in the winter instead of the onboard LP heater, when I was hooked up to
shore power. If you have any questions, feel free to ask. Make Holiday Rambler. Chevy V8
engine, on a Chevy chassis with very only 73, miles
99 honda accord alternator
2005 toyota tundra radio wiring diagram
2004 honda crv interior
. This was one of the top end models made in by Holiday Rambler, and everything is of the
highest quality. Fully self contained, sleeps 6. Rear twin bed bedroom, drop down bed over cab,
full kitchen and bathroom, with a generator. In the kitchen: 2 door fridge, 3 burner stove, oven,
microwave, and hot water tank. Bathroom area is next, with a private room for the toilet, vanity,
and shower. At the rear of the coach is the bedroom with two beds and lots of closet space.
Kohler gas generator runs great, with very low hours. Hitch for towing. Spare Tire. Rear Ladder.
Comes with a full set of owners manuals. Attica, MI. North Fort Myers, FL. Cordova, TN. Fort
Lauderdale, FL. Asheville, NC. Fulshear, TX. Belmont, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Toyota
Model Sunrader. Year Make Winnebago Model Elandan Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

